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Magic Editor Download With Full Crack supports several Microsoft Office documents and
allows editing in HTML format and as well as in RTF format. Magic Editor has a Clip Text

function that allows you to store all your important text at one place. Magic Editor provides all
the functions that a MS word processor provides. So, you can easily create and edit your
document. Magic Editor Features: √ Magic Editor supports many versions of MS Office

documents like MS Office 2000/2003/2007/2010/2012/2013 √ Magic Editor supports various
files formats like HTML, XLS, TXT, RTF, PDF √ Magic Editor supports documents in Html as

well. √ Magic Editor supports password protected documents √ Magic Editor supports the
creation of table of contents, bibliography, footnotes, and index √ Magic Editor supports the

creation of cross-reference, tables of contents, bibliography, footnotes, and index √ Magic Editor
supports the creation of complex tables like tables of contents, footnotes, bibliography, and index
√ Magic Editor supports the creation of different page layouts like Normal, TOC page, and lined
pages √ Magic Editor supports all features of MS Office documents and supports all the tools as
MS word processor provides √ Magic Editor provides easy and best way to add, edit, delete and
save data like MS word processor. √ Magic Editor supports the conversion from one format to

another √ Magic Editor supports the conversion of number formats (dotted and stacked) √ Magic
Editor supports the conversion of text formats (TXT, RTF) √ Magic Editor supports the creation
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of multiple lists √ Magic Editor supports the creation of single, multiple, bulleted and numbered
lists √ Magic Editor supports the creation of table of contents √ Magic Editor supports the
creation of footnotes √ Magic Editor supports the creation of bibliography √ Magic Editor

supports the creation of index √ Magic Editor supports the creation of table of contents √ Magic
Editor supports the creation of the more and less content of the document √ Magic Editor

supports the creation of tables √ Magic Editor supports the creation of background images √
Magic Editor supports the insertion of objects (text, graphics, flash) √ Magic Editor supports the
insertion of visual objects (tables, shapes) √ Magic Editor supports the insertion of an array of

images √ Magic Editor supports the creation of hyperlinks �

Magic Editor With Keygen Download [April-2022]

Key Benefits Store and modify the most frequently used phrases in the text processor Use the
clipboard to conveniently insert text into the system Create lists, insert pictures and edit entire
documents with just a few clicks Support for multi-page documents Personalize the page type

with the document editor Jump to the tab and edit any document at any time Set hotkeys for both
document and text processor Create lists, number lists, insert images and add custom text Save
and print documents with a single click View document headers, footers, page breaks and more

Do calculations (sum, average, count, etc.) Insert formatted text from RTF, XLS, XPS, PDF files
Work with Microsoft Excel spreadsheets Reviewing 'Magic Editor Product Key' Magic Editor

Crack Free Download is an application for composing TXT, RTF, XLS, XPS and PDF
documents. With it, it's possible to draw tables, insert pictures, add numbers, custom text,

compose documents, and perform calculations. Design Magic Editor Download With Full Crack
is designed to help you create, edit and manage documents without getting bogged down with lots
of options. It offers a clean and simple interface. It's easy to use because of its intuitive interface.

There are only a few options available, which includes the document, text processor, text
processor window, bookmarks, preferences and exit. The Magic Editor Crack Keygen software is
easily accessible. You can open your documents and create new files from within the application.
It's easy to configure and navigate through the toolbars that you don't need. You can easily create
new documents by choosing the type of document you want from the file menu. It's possible to
add a new page or customize the current page. You can add new objects to the document and

remove them too. The text window lets you add or delete lines and add new ones. You can also
switch the type of text file from RTF to TXT. If you want to open any of your files, you can

choose the type of document you want from the file menu. There is no need to switch from one
document to another. Documentation: What is 'Magic Editor Crack For Windows' Magic Editor
is a complete word processor. With it, you can create, edit and manage files of all sorts. The app

is designed to offer a clean and simple interface. 09e8f5149f
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Magic Editor is a reliable piece of software designed to offer simple means to compose and edit
TXT and RTF documents, as well as further modify your XLS spreadsheets and make
calculations (sum, average). It has a fast performance and does not allow bloatware or other non-
essential applications. This word processor has a clear menu, offers plenty of functions for
composing documents and a beginner-friendly interface. Magic Editor has a PDF parser that lets
you extract text from PDF files without conversion into other formats. It also has a text folding
feature to hide unimportant content, a line space to shift the text within the page, and the ability
to modify font styles and sizes. The application has a clip text window where you can store
content and manage it over time. It also comes with a rich text button that puts the cursor at any
position, as well as a spell checker to check the text to ensure that it doesn't contain any spelling
errors. Moreover, you can edit the content of your Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with Magic
Editor. It has a toolbar that lets you insert bullets, numbers and text images. The program also has
a page type function that allows you to switch the composition between a normal page, a page
break or a page layout. Magic Editor Latest Features: - Open TXT, RTF, PDF, XLS files - Add
images, numbers and bullets - Tons of functions to make text editing a snap - Clip text panel to
store content - Page type function to customize page layout - Ability to edit Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets - Quickly insert text from clipboard - Highlight or wrap text from cursor to the end
of page - Spell check and red-line text - Text editing functions - Change paragraph format - Auto
text indentation Magic Editor is a reliable piece of software designed to offer simple means to
compose and edit TXT and RTF documents, as well as further modify your XLS spreadsheets
and make calculations (sum, average). It has a fast performance and does not allow bloatware or
other non-essential applications. Magic Editor Latest Features: - Open TXT, RTF, PDF, XLS
files - Add images, numbers and bullets - Tons of functions to make text editing a snap - Clip text
panel to store content - Page type function to customize page layout - Ability to edit Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets - Quickly insert text from clipboard - Highlight or wrap text from cursor to

What's New In Magic Editor?

Magic Editor is a comprehensive text editor that can handle TXT, RTF and XLS documents and
comes packed with a bunch of handy editing and formatting options. It also features a clip text
panel where you can store frequently used drafts. Hide unnecessary toolbars Despite the cluttered
interface, with a bit of time, you can easily spot all the usual functions from each toolbar. Plus, if
you want a simpler look, you have the choice to disable unwanted toolbars. The page type can be
switched between normal page, page break and page layout. Modify TXT, RTF and XLS files
You can open plain and rich text documents, along with Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The data
table can be customized with colors and modified by adding or deleting cells and rows. The
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personalization elements are disabled for plain text files. Store and add the most used phrases to
the text processor Magic Editor offers a clip text function that comes in handy when you want to
store important content. It can be quickly inserted into the editor by double-clicking or by
dragging and dropping the text window into the editor. Set hotkeys for each toolbar item It also
has customizable toolbars with drag-and-drop functions. You can define shortcuts for any toolbar
element by simply typing a shortcut combination, like Ctrl+Alt+Shift+O and hitting the Enter
key. Personalize the content and fit it into the page Besides the standard editing functions (e.g.
cut, copy, paste, search, replace), the composition can be personalized with custom font types,
colors, sizes and styles, as well as arranged in the page and wrapped to the window. Create lists,
enter pictures and bookmark essential phrases In addition, you can insert bullet and number lists,
useful for organizing important information, like shopping lists, and personal or team tasks. It's
possible to insert images as well. The app lets you add specific sentences or passages to a
bookmark folder and access the with ease. Feature-rich word processor The bottom line is that
Magic Editor is a reliable piece of software designed to offer simple means to compose and edit
TXT and RTF documents, as well as further modify your XLS spreadsheets and make
calculations (sum, average). Magic Editor Features: 1. Make personal changes Now you can take
your documents and create amazing new works using any of the hundreds of possibilities that can
be applied to Word, PowerPoint and Excel documents. 2. Save often Draft
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System Requirements For Magic Editor:

Windows 98/NT 4.0/2000/XP (32 bit and 64 bit) OS/2 3.x/NT 4.0/2000/XP (32 bit) Linux Mac
OS X (Xerox) Mac OS X (Sun) Mac OS X (Apple) Mac OS X (Classic) Mac OS X (Snow
Leopard) Mac OS X (Leopard) OS/2 Warp 4 (any version) Motor
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